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This document is a collection of some knowledge which is very useful in understanding a lot of 
things in the environment we live in. 

There are many research papers which can be found which relate to this info. Only in some cases 
where the terms or concepts are created by me, can there be no published papers on. 

It is designed for the educated minds minded as in : 

If you cannot even entertain the thought of something other than what you have already learned, 
then this document is not for you and it is better not to even entertain any thing which is in it. 

Health 

Biological transmutation. 

Magnesium gets converted into Calcium inside the body. 

Relation to reality : 

Magnesium is required for stronger bones. Intake of calcium is assumed to build strong bones 
because bones are composed of calcium. 



The following things could be reality : 
1. Only magnesium converted into calcium gets used in bones.
2. Magnesium converted into calcium and calcium direct intake gets used in bones formation.
3. Only calcium of direct intake gets used in bones.

Sodium gets converted in potassium inside the body.

Actually it is mostly inside cells. 

The concept of the sodium potassium pump is known commonly due to its presence in education 
literature. 

Relation to reality :

Output of potassium is not related to potassium input. 

Sodium to potassium is an endothermic reaction. Did not check the amount of delta energy but it 
likely to be larger than common chemical reactions but not very as compared to common nuclear 
reactions where Uranium sizes are involved because these isotopes are what we call easy movers. 

Easy movers are those which have small deltas and use electron absorption type techniques to 
change their nucleus with very low deltas. 

Having an endothermic reaction allows also exothermic nuclear reactions to occur because they can 
cancel each other out and the resulting energy difference can be small and that is the reason many 
biologists do not question the chemists when they assume that a nuclear reaction NEVER occurs in 
biology. The uncommon knowledge is that they do occur. 

For a proof of such reactions. 

Take an aquarium. Put shell fish inside. Put mineral water inside the aquarium. 
Feed the shell fish all types of food but do not feed calcium to them. Make sure magnesium is 
available in the water for intake. You can observe the calcium created in the change in mass of the 
shells and then demonstrate the conversion of magnesium to calcium. 

Note : This is only one reaction known to me. Since the isotopes involved are easy movers, there 
could be hundreds of types of nuclear reactions and some loops like the CNO cycle could also be 
involved. 

Universe complexity and simplification and relation to life : 

Energy 
This was the main subject due to which a lot of the research was done and accidentally run into. 

Biological nuclear transmutation was run into because of the search for a way to reduce the reaction
rate of LENR reactions. 



Some researchers had died due to explosions related to high reaction rates so I decide to look for 
slower reactions before trying any experiments. 
Slow LENR reactions were found in biology. Somehow I remember starting in the area of 
Hydrogen Sulfide and the volcanic vents in the deep oceans. Do not remember how bio 
transmutation is related to that point as of now. All the things which I mention as a link or a 
possibility can be further researched and the main reason for writing them is to allow others to 
pickup from where I have reached on the shoulders of giants. 

For the LENR here is the summary. 

Lithium used in batteries is very likely a nuclear reaction and could provide large energy changes 
which might be large enough to be beyond common chemical reactions. 

Inexplicable heat generation is a nuclear reaction and somehow a lot of people have trouble 
digesting it. 
It is like the law of conservation of energy. If it were true, this universe would not be able to make 
any particle come into existence. So out with the restrictive “theories and even LAWS.” 
There are no LAWS in science. They are all theories until some observation or measurement 
destroys them. 
So here is a lame statement which kills this supposedly called LAW which is a totally busted theory.
If the universe exists, then matter was created and thus the law of conservation of matter is busted 
from the start. Stop thinking in such illogical manners. It makes the believer in such junk a spectator
in the story of the emperor has no clothes who agrees with the commonly accepted statements. 

Now back to LENR. 

The easy movers are easy to convert into other isotopes. Some of those isotopes have a different 
number of protons and are called different elements. 
To be successful in LENR stop considering the names of the elements but consider the total number
of protons and neutrons and electrons only. This shall assist in showing you what is being converted
into what. 
Number of electrons are important because the more there are, the easier it might me for one to 
“fall” inside or actually more like get sucked inside. A lot of protons vs neutrons shall create a 
larger positive attractive force to suck the electron inside. 

I call these type of atoms easy movers, they can easily change the nucleus without a large change in 
overall energy. 

This whole idea of bio transmutation first came into my head when I read about carbon dating as a 
kid. It mentioned that if a living object stops living, its carbon atoms composition changes based on 
decay. So in my head before reading the idea of carbon being created by cosmic rays and then being
absorbed by living things, the simple idea that came to my mind was that living things created those
carbon atoms in those proportions based and when they died the process of creation of carbon atoms
in those specific proportions stopped. I found the subject of bio transmutation more than 10 years 
after the idea of carbon creation for carbon dating. 

So there are now two theories as to how carbin dating works. One is the common cosmic rays create
a very specific proportion which I think has an issue because the cosmic rays fluctuate due to the 
sun’s behavior and the galactic wind. So the second theory of carbon being created in specific 
proportions provides a better more stable approach to carbon dating. 



Cells create carbon in the specific compositions based on living things because of specific energies 
contained in those compositions being the lowest levels for catalytic transmutation. Actually the 
word catalyst is not so good or appropriate in this case because there is no need for any influencing 
isotope or particle to get these transmutations going. They happen because the isotopes already are 
easy movers and can change on their own. 

Now comes and interesting point. Just popped into my head. New idea. How do cells control the 
reactions to create what is needed. 
For example you need to feed phosphorus to a cow to get calcium in the milk as an output. 
How are the reaction rates controlled by the cells. 
If you feed a cow calcium in the food the cells shall slow down the conversion of available 
phosphorus because the existing amount of calcium in the cow body is already in high 
concentrations. The interesting and useful research that can be done is to figure out how cells 
calculate the concentrations and then change behavior to increase or decrease production of certain 
types of isotopes. 

Cancer and auto immune disorders.

Cancer is related to the immune system and also the mental tension health. 

If the person is depressed about some issues and keeps bottling up their feelings their immune 
system gets effected and then doctors call it cancer. 

I found out that arthritis, diabetes, and many auto immune disorders are also related to mental state. 
If a person thinks too much or is worried about other things too much, then their immune system 
goes into overdrive and starts attacking the body. 

In both cases, (auto immune and cancer) the mental tension issue’s root cause needs to be solved 
first. Fix the mental tension. Which requires finding it first. Then after that is fixed and shall result 
in immediate (like within 2 weeks) for results to be visible. After fixing the mental state, then the 
other items related to food intake and other chemical needed for the body can be addressed. 

Psychology 

Every human being has a desire to be honoured and respected. 
Heard from some seminar. 



Physics 

The universe has 21 dimensions. 

The lowest two dimensions create a sort of carpet or two dimensional sheet of paper. 

Now imagine a sheet of paper (2 dimensions) lying on a table and 19 dimensions above the sheet 
wrapped into themselves. These can be considered as 19 dimensions which are the weird quantum 
mechanics type behavior causing stuff. 

Now the speed of light which everyone keeps talking about is explained as follows. 

The rest mass is the energy of a piece of matter example : atom, proton, neutron, that seems like a 
particle at rest is actually moving at the speed of light as compared to one of the hidden 19 
dimensions above the 2D sheet. 

When a electron breaks into two photons. Actually a photon and an antiphoton, then these two parts 
get stuck in one place in the hidden dimension. The photons are not moving but it looks like that 
when viewed from the 2D real space. 

When a piece of matter changes its velocity from zero to non zero, it seems to be moving in the 
direction of the movement of the photonic ether. As the piece of matter which is a rotating wave 
going in a circle (standing wave in a circle). This standing wave creates a frequency which 
approaches infinity as with reference to the sine and cosine wave inscribed into the photonic ether. 
This reference and higher frequencies manifest into the concept of inertia and mass. Could be called
“relative mass” because this mass depends on how fast the matter is moving as compared to the 
relativistic ether. 

The example of phasing in ant man and the wasp is what matter does. The 720 degrees per 
revolution are due to the particle being ½ in one dimension and ½ of the time in another dimension. 
Sort of like an electromagnetic wave being in two dimensions. Electro and magnetic. 
The reverse EMF created is usually considered to be like electricity but it has many different 
properties if they could be measured. Telsa is likely to have known about it and some researchers 
into overunity can tell you more about that. I think this reverse EMF can do something of the 
following or something else to create the effect of overunity. 
One is to squeeze existing thermal (rotational and vibrational) energy from surrounding matter. 
Causing the surrounding matter to cool. 
Two is extract energy from virtual matter which is the fabric (dimensions) which keep expanding to 
create more matter in the universe. So if you as a scientist are still wondering why matter is selected
over antimatter, the fabric is the main thing and if that does not solve it, then assume it is a 
happening of very very … low chance and it happened. Low as in very close to zero that it is 
smaller than the 1/infinity which is the infinity which you commonly deal with in your maths. 
To learn about infinity and their types and their definitions read my article on the subject. 

Back to physics. So this reverse emf thing can extract energy from these two ways or maybe can do 
other stuff. If you think of reverse EMF as the same as induced EMF, then your analysis shall be 
incomplete as far as I know. 
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